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Abstract
The values of some functional dependencies of level density and radiative strength
functions that reproduce the experimental intensities of the two-step gamma-cascades
to the ground and first excited states of 28Al have been determined. It was shown
that the assumption about independence of the dipole cascade transitions radia-
tive strength functions on energy of decaying level leads to rather essential error in
observation of both level density and radiative strength functions.
Introduction
High level density in most nuclei does not allow determination of their parameters
(spin, parity and so on) and, consequently, these data cannot be involved in calculation. In
these cases, there are usually used theoretical notions on the level density ρ and radiative
strength functions k:
k = f/A2/3 = Γλl/(E
3
γ ×A
2/3 ×Dλ). (1)
This definition of k for used gamma-transition energy Eγ and spacing Dλ between the
decaying levels λ provides week dependence on nuclear mass A and allows direct compar-
ison of k for the nuclei with sufficiently different masses. In this case it is implied that the
partial width Γλl of the transitions between the levels λ and l is averaged over some set
m = ρ ×∆E of its random values from a given energy interval ∆E. But such approach
is considered as inapplicable for light and near-magic nuclei with low level density and
clearly expressed influence of nuclear structure on the gamma-transition spectrum. It
seems useful to determine experimentally the energy region where the notions of level
density and radiative strength functions can be used. Only this argument stipulated
our effort to determined the mentioned parameters for the 28Al compound nucleus [1].
It should be noted, that up to now the reliable data on the level density and radiative
strength functions can be derived mainly from the experimental intensities of the two-step
gamma transitions [2]:
Iγγ =
∑
λ,f
∑
l
Γλl
Γλ
Γlf
Γl
=
∑
λ,f
Γλl
< Γλl > mλl
nλl
Γlf
< Γlf > mlf
, (2)
proceeding between the compound state (neutron resonance) and a group of low-lying
levels of the nucleus under study that were determined according to algorithm [3] for
all the possible energy intervals ∆E of their primary gamma-transitions E1. Analogous
data derived from the spectra of evaporated nucleons or gamma-ray spectra following
decay of levels Eex excited in nuclear reactions have too large systematic errors. They
are conditioned by the use of theoretical models for calculating penetration coefficients
of nuclear surface for evaporated nucleons or by very large (at least several hundreds)
transfer coefficients of experimental systematic errors into the determined ρ and k values
or by principal incorrectness [4,5] of the data processing procedure. In the first case,
one cannot expect required accuracy in determination of level density and its energy
dependence below, at least, neutron binding energy. In the second case it is necessary
to get realistic estimations of systematic uncertainties and to reduce them to minimum
possible magnitude using all the possibilities of experiment, mathematic and mathematical
statistics.
1 Specific in determination of ρ and k from experi-
mental spectra
Equation (2) contains more parameters than the number of selected intervals but the
range of possible variations for these parameters is always limited and rather narrow if:
(a) experimental spectra are decomposed into two components containing solely pri-
mary or solely secondary gamma-transitions according to method [3] based on some
grounds;
(b) the ratio Γλl and Γlf of partial widths for the primary and secondary transitions
of equal energy and multipolarity is set.
Minimization of discrepancy between the experimental and determined within iterative
process [2] ρ and k requires also to use the density of neutron resonances, number of
low-lying levels and total radiative width of s-resonances from [6]. Process [2] quickly
enough converges to some average value of the cascade gamma-decay parameters (in
limits of principally irremovable scatter) if experimental distribution (2) does not have
considerable local bumps. Acceptable values of the parameter χ2 for 28Al are achieved
sometimes only after 50000-100000 iterations. In any case, no correlation between varying
input parameters ρ and k and deviation of their best values from the average was found.
As it is seen from Fig. 1, the mentioned above condition is not fulfilled in case of 28Al
and there are observed serious structure effects. Moreover, these effects weakly enough
manifest themselves in instrumental spectrum and very strongly in dependence of cascade
intensity on energy of the primary transition. This testifies to necessity to use method
[3] for extraction of ρ and k from the experiment and shows uncertainty of the results of
analysis like that described in [7].
Usually model reproduction of the cascade gamma-decay process of high-lying levels
(Eex ≈ Bn) is performed within hypothesis of independence of radiative strength func-
tions on the energy of decaying level. The values of ρ and f = kA2/3 [8] were determined
from the data on the reactions 28Si(3He,3He,γ)28Si and 28Si(3He,αγ)27Si using this as-
sumption. This assumption cannot be used for the excitation energy, Eex < 0.5Bn even
for nuclei with high level density what follows [9] from the experimental and calculated
population of these levels. The direct, although not exhaustive notion about the function
k = F (Eγ, Eex) can be obtained from the experimental data on the two-step gamma-
cascades only if there is observed not less than 95-99% of their intensity.
However, at present such statistics of information is unattainable. Therefore, it is
of practical interest even the data on the sign of deviation of ρ with respect to the
experimental value when the standard approach k = F (Eγ, Eex)/F (Eγ, Bn) =const is
used in analysis [2].
1.1 Spectrum of possible functions ρ, k and their most probable
values
Fig. 1 demonstrates intensity spectrum obtained from experimental spectra by re-
distribution of cascade intensities resolved as the pair of peaks in so that their intensity is
summed in corresponding energy intervals of the primary transitions (and subtracted from
energy interval of the secondary transitions). Low level density in 28Al results in absence of
continuous distribution of a number low intensity cascades. Combination of the method
[10] to determine quanta ordering in cascade with the data [11,12] from the evaluated
decay scheme provides extremely small systematic errors in both total cascade intensity
and its energy dependence. In further analysis we neglect them. Sufficiently larger errors
in the observed ρ are caused by the use of the assumption F (Eγ, Bn)/F (Eγ, Eex) = const.
But their magnitude can be estimated only in indirect way. Fig. 2 shows the results
of determination of the cascade gamma-decay parameters for three variants of analysis:
(a) the level density is fixed and set by the non-interacting Fermi-gas model;
(b) the level density and radiative strength functions are varied parameters of the
process [2];
(c) the function ρ below Eex ≈ 7 MeV is set by the simplest interpolation of the
cascade intermediate levels observed in [1].
Variants (a) and (c) do not provide precise reproduction of Iγγ in principle. This
caused with anomalous high experimental values of k for the primary E1 transitions with
the energy E1 ≤ 3.5 MeV and very small for the energy exceeding 4.5 MeV (multipolarity
of the primary and secondary transitions in this nucleus is equal due to corresponding
parity of corresponding levels). This can be compensated by extremely high and absolutely
unreal level densities at Eex > 4 MeV, as it follows from the variant (b). But observed
in this case radiative strength functions of the cascade primary transitions are several
order of magnitude less than the values of k derived from known [10] primary transition
intensities according to eq.(1). The Porter-Thomas fluctuations of such scale are to small
in order to explain the data presented in Fig. 2. It should be noted here that all the
known levels with negative parity from the energy interval 3.7 < Eex < 5.7 MeV are
populated by intense primary transitions and this effect cannot be explained by random
fluctuations. Accounting for the fact that more than 90% of the experimental spectra
area [1] of the nucleus under consideration is concentrated as resolved peaks, one can
assume that the main portion of the desired level density and radiative strength functions
is caused just by individual cascades. The last variant of method [2] takes into account
possible inequality of level density with different parities. Therefore, impossibility of
precise reproduction of Iexpγγ using level densities (a) and (c) have to connect only with
change in energy dependence of k when changing the energy of decaying level.
Unfortunately, practically there is no possibility to estimate the value of this effect
within the method [9] for 28Al owing to large difference in energy dependence of radiative
strength functions for primary and secondary transitions and, correspondingly, very strong
change in the determined ρ values. In heavier nuclei, corrections of function k = F (Eγ , Bn)
required to derive F (Eγ , Eex) change level density sufficiently weaker.
Possibility of the practically precise reproduction of experimental distribution Iγγ by
values ρ and k with the large systematic errors on the condition:
∑
(dI/dρ × δρ) =
−
∑
(dI/dk × δk) it leads to the appearance in the procedure [2] of the false solutions.
Mathematically this is equivalent to the presence in function of the maximum likelihood
of false maximums. Mathematical statistics provides for this possibility and recommends
for their identification the using of a maximum spectrum of the initial values of the
parameters of iterative process.
With the multiple repetition of random process [2] the probability of equality
∑
(dI/dρ×
δρ) = −
∑
(dI/dk×δk) it diminishes with an increase in the sum
∑
(|dI/dρ×δρ|+|dI/dk×
δk|). Therefore the average value of the obtained parameters will be most probable. Of
course, this statement is true only if relation (2) between the measured functions and
desired parameters corresponds to reality. Its discrepancy can be discovered only in the
analysis of additional experimental information. For example, there can be use of theo-
retical models that limit the region of possible values of required parameters. The results
shown in Fig. 2 clearly illustrate this situation because in the frameworks of the level
density exceeding of this parameter over the predictions of the non-interacting Fermi-
gas model is impossible. Similar problem arises also when ρ and k are extracted from
the total gamma-ray spectra depopulating the levels excited in reaction like (3He,3Heγ).
Possible scale of the problem in this case can significantly exceed that for two-step cas-
cades because intensity of the two-step cascades directly depends on the absolute value of
level density. But the intensity of primary gamma-transitions, extracted from the nuclear
reactions gamma-spectra is not depend on the absolute value ρ.
2 Full gamma-spectrum of the capture of the thermal
neurons
Comparison between the experimental [13] and calculated total gamma-spectra following
thermal neutron capture provides complementary information on confidence level and
values of possible systematical errors of the observed ρ and k. Results of this analysis are
shown in Fig. 3.
Theoretical and experimental spectra do not agree in all presented variants of cal-
culation. This means, first of all, that the desired parameters in each variant a priory
contain larger or smaller systematical errors. At every decay, the considered nucleus gives
of quite certain energy Bn = 7.725 MeV independently on number and energy of emitted
quanta. This fact was used in [13] for normalization of the spectra and its use in the
experiment like [8] would provide serious decrease in systematic errors of the determined
there ρ and k values. In analysis [3], however, this circumstance is, most probably, neg-
ative: large variations of calculation parameters are reduced in essentially less errors of
calculated spectra. This means that relatively small discrepancy between calculation and
experiment can be related with large errors of ρ and k.
In all variants, calculated intensity of low-energy (Eγ, < 2 MeV) gamma-quanta is
noticeably less than that experimental. This can be caused either by systematic errors
in data [13] or by large values of radiative strength functions of the secondary gamma-
transitions in mentioned region of their energy. Maximum exceeding of theoretical inten-
sity in variant (b) results, most probably from excessive value of level density in Fig. 2b.
The least discrepancy of theoretical and experimental intensities above 7 MeV can be
achieved only if the total calculated intensity of all primary transitions of smaller energy
has minimal value (most probably due to the least systematic errors of level density in
this set of considered ρ and k.
3 Conclusion
Data analysis about the two-step cascades, obtained during capture of thermal neutrons
into 27Al, revealed the strong divergence of the form of the energy dependence of ra-
diative strength functions for the gamma-transitions of one and the same energy and
multipolarity during decaying of their initial and intermediate level respectively. Effect
has considerably larger value, than this is observed in the more heavy nuclei [9]. General
trend of energy dependence of the sums of radiative strength functions providing the best
reproduction of the experimental intensity of the two-step cascades corresponds to the
data obtained from the absolute intensities of the primary gamma-transitions. It demon-
strates increase in strength functions of probably low-energyM1 transitions depopulating
the compound state. This conclusion is correct if the density of the cascade intermediate
levels unessentially differs from the simplest extrapolations of exponential type.
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Fig. 1. Top: histogram represents intensities of two-step cascades in the function of
energy of primary, or second of gamma-transitions. Bottom: histogram is the intensity
of two-step cascades into 28Al, summed up [1] on interval of 0.5 MeV of their primary
gamma-transition energy only. Points - the same for the cascades, the resolved in the
form of pairs peaks.
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Fig. 2. Rows a)-c) are the versions of possible values ρ and k, maximally accurately
reproducing the intensity of two step cascades. Left column: histogram is experiment,
broken lines - best fit of the obtained values. Points on the middle column - number
of obtained [1] intermediate cascade levels. Full points on by right column show the
k(E1) for the experimentally resolved primary gamma-transitions to the levels of negative
[11,12] parity, the open points are the same for the levels of the positive and unknown
parity.
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Fig. 3. The histogram represents the experimental gamma-quantum spectrum following
thermal neutron capture in aluminum. Points are its calculated values for the density of
levels and radiative strength functions, represented in fig. 2a-2c.
